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Abstract
In recent years, there has been an explosion in the popularity of hackathons — creative, participant-driven meetings at which software developers gather for an intensive bout of programming, often organized in teams. Hackathons have tangible and intangible outcomes, such as code, excitement, learning, networking, and so on, whose relative merits are unclear. For example, a frequent complaint is that code is abandoned when the hackathon ends, and questions like, “which outcomes are produced most reliably?” and, “how valuable are they for participants, organizers, and sponsors?” remain open. As a first step in giving “hackology” a more rigorous footing, this paper describes the NESCent hackathon model, developed over the course of a decade to serve the academic discipline of evolutionary biology, with the dual goals of augmenting the community’s shared software infrastructure, and fostering a diverse community of practice in open scientific software development. The paper presents a detailed guide to staging a NESCent-style hackathon, along with a structured information set on nine events involving 54 team projects. NESCent hackathons have produced tangible products with downstream impacts, including prototypes that were leveraged for major funding, incremental additions to production code bases, and creative drafts (designs, standards, and proofs-of-concept) that contributed to further work. The impacts of intangible outcomes could not be...
assessed objectively, but the subjective experience suggests that hackathons have a positive impact by (1) providing individuals with valuable experiences, networking, and training, and (2) fostering a more cohesive community of practice by enhancing awareness of challenges and best practices and by building links of familiarity between and among resources and people. Future research that recognizes the diverse outcomes of hackathons might enable evidence-based decisions about how to design hackathons for effectiveness.
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Introduction

Hackathons (also called hackfests or codefests) are short-term software development events that emphasize spontaneity and collaboration, bringing together developers, and sometimes end-users, with the goal of innovative software development, often in conjunction with other objectives such as fostering a community (i.e., building a stronger “community-sense”), or drawing attention to particular data or services. Since the early 2000s, hackathons have become increasingly popular (Figure 1) - including across academic, non-profit, corporate, and government sectors - with events focused on a variety of topics, such as bioinformatics, promoting open data, medical education, and healthcare informatics.

Although a lot of information on hackathons can be found online - including various guides and reports on specific events - there is very little academic, peer-reviewed literature on the topic. Of the small amount of published work available, most consists of reports on specific hackathon events, some of which are short, while others go into depth about the technical products of the event rather than the process. Others are news and opinion pieces. Only a few published sources are based on systematic methodology such as surveys, interviews, or organizing structured data.

Thus, in spite of the popularity of hackathons, there is currently no systematic basis for evidence-based approaches to planning or organizing a hackathon. For a prospective organizer, the immediate practical question is how best to carry out a hackathon. If we assume that a hackathon is typically carried out with the intent to maximize its benefits to its sponsors and its participants, then the question of how to conduct a hackathon requires understanding these benefits, and more generally, understanding why hackathons are carried out at all.

It turns out that there is no clear consensus on exactly how hackathons bring value to participants or sponsors. For example, although the obvious expected outcome of a software development hackathon is software, organizers frequently note that these events generate prototypes, not products used after the event.

If the source code generated at hackathons is rarely used, then why are hackathons so popular? One possibility is that, even if only a small fraction of code remains useful, this small fraction may still justify the event. Another possibility is that the benefit of hackathons arises partly or largely from less tangible outcomes. When a hackathon is focused on utilizing a sponsor’s newly released API, the event may uncover bugs, or bring valuable exposure to the sponsor’s resources or products (e.g. as in some of the hackathons described in 22). Even if a prototype developed at a hackathon is never used, the developers may leave the event with the experience and confidence to build a similar (perhaps improved) implementation later. Participants may benefit from gaining technical skills, from sharing best practices, and from making connections with colleagues, i.e. professional networking. For example, participants of the BioHackathon series of events are strongly encouraged by the organizers to connect with each other on social networks, such as LinkedIn.

Not only direct participants themselves, but also the community they belong to may benefit from discussions and interactions that spread technical knowledge and create a shared awareness of domain-specific challenges, opportunities, and best practices. The expectation of stimulating creativity and building camaraderie seems to be one of the motivations of internal hackathons (e.g., 22). In addition, participating in a community event may promote “collaborative learning”, which is one of the top two reasons for attending a hackathon, according to participants cited in a recent publication, the other reason being networking.

Arguably, how a hackathon event is organized and executed will affect how the beneficial outcomes of hackathons, tangible and intangible, are enhanced or diminished. Indeed, hackathons vary in many ways, even within the broad categories of corporate, community, and internal hackathons. They may be one-off events, or a series that repeats yearly or even more frequently. The event may last a single day (e.g., 12), an entire week, or longer. The number of participants may range from a few dozen (e.g., 8, 27) to hundreds. Some events offer prizes. There is considerable variety in how development targets are determined and how teams are formed. Some events are carefully planned for months, while others emerge more spontaneously.

Hackathon organizers frequently establish a process to engage participants in learning, socializing, or brainstorming prior to the event. For most hackathons there are no planned follow-up activities, but in some contexts (e.g., internal hackathons), resources may be set aside to build on promising outcomes. In light of the extensive variability of hackathons, better information - and ultimately, systematic studies - on hackathon practices, outcomes, and impacts will be needed to better understand how and why to conduct a hackathon. To begin laying the foundations for a more systematic understanding, we offer a description and analysis of a series of relatively well-documented hackathons sponsored by

![Figure 1. Weekly Google Trends results for the term “hackathon” from January 2004 through to June 2016. Values are relative to the highest point on the chart, thus the week with the greatest search interest in the term receives 100% and other weeks are scaled accordingly.](image-url)
the erstwhile National Evolutionary Synthesis Center (NESCent), an academic research center in the USA funded by the US National Science Foundation (NSF). Over a 10-year period, NESCent sponsored nine hackathons focused on software development to improve interoperability of software and data in the domain of evolutionary biology (comparative analysis, phylogenetics, etc.) (Table 1). Each event was planned by a leadership team whose membership intersects with the set of authors of this work, that is, each team included at least one of us, and most included several of us. The events all followed a common model for process and format, including length (4–5 days) and size (roughly 30 participants). The hackathons were designed both to develop tangible products and to foster a community of practice.

In the remainder of this paper, we begin with a detailed guide to the NESCent hackathon model, including the organizational process, and the motivations behind chosen practices. Then we describe known outcomes and impacts of the nine NESCent hackathons held, and reflect on some of the lessons learned as organizers and participants. Though our results on outcomes tend to confirm the sense that hackathon teams rarely produce novel prototypes that go on to be used, they often make incremental additions of code and documentation to production codebases that remain in use. In the rare event that novel prototypes and designs do contribute importantly to future work, the impact can be disproportionately large. Several hackathon projects led to publications, and two led to funding that exceeded the total cost of the hackathon by two orders of magnitude. Regarding intangible outcomes, although we lack sufficient data to draw firm conclusions, participants in NESCent hackathons seem to value the coding experience; they will have gained experience in problem-solving and teamwork, acquired training in supportive technologies, and improved their knowledge of best practices and awareness of resources, and opportunities for personal networking. NESCent hackathons also seem to build community by building operational links between community resources, creating excitement and a common focus of attention, and fostering cohesion and awareness with regard to best practices and domain-specific challenges.

**Methods**

The hackathons we describe (Table 1) were sponsored mainly by NESCent. As a consequence of the sponsor’s commitment to open science, a large amount of information on NESCent hackathons was public from the outset. Agendas, slide decks, and other documents were developed and shared on public wikis; event rosters were shared publicly; teams prepared reports using public wikis, and were expected to share code in public source-code repositories. Most of this information has remained accessible on the web subsequent to NESCent’s closure in May of 2015. From these sources, we have gathered a systematic set of data on NESCent hackathons, including data on (1) nine events (name, dates, scope, location, etc); (2) 54 projects (titles, descriptions); (3) 148 products (mostly team reports and repositories); and (4) numbers of participants (207 in total).

**Data collection and encoding**

The vast majority of information on the nine hackathons (time, place, theme, participant roster) and their team projects (goals, repositories, team reports) is available from public resources (e.g., wikis, code repositories). We also contacted participants to fill in gaps in this knowledge. In passing, we note that the quality of the available documentary record on NESCent hackathons decreases as one goes back in time, even beyond what one expects from the decay of records over time. It appears that participants in later hackathons were simply more effective at documenting their work, and organizers became more experienced in recognizing and emphasizing what kind of information needed to be documented. For example, the wiki for the first NESCent hackathon (phylohack, see Table 1) contained a relatively large amount of detailed planning information prepared before the event, but few specifics about what happened at the event.

In some cases, the interpretation of this source material requires judgment and domain knowledge, e.g., when a hackathon team did not provide a succinct statement of purpose or goals, we constructed a statement from the materials available, drawing on our recollections and our domain knowledge. In some cases the records left by participants made it difficult to distinguish prospective plans

**Table 1. The 9 NESCent hackathons.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phylohack</td>
<td>Dec-2006</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Phyloinformatics Hackathon</td>
<td>NESCent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparativer</td>
<td>Dec-2007</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Hackathon on Comparative Methods in R</td>
<td>NESCent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocamp</td>
<td>Mar-2009</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Phyloinformatics VoCamp</td>
<td>NESCent, TDWG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbinterop</td>
<td>Nov-2009</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Database Interoperability Hackathon</td>
<td>NESCent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmodtools</td>
<td>Nov-2010</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>GMOD Tools for Evolutionary Biology</td>
<td>NESCent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phylotastic 1</td>
<td>Jun-2012</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Phylotastic: the Tree of Life, as you need it</td>
<td>NESCent, iPlant, BioSynC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phylotastic 2</td>
<td>Jan-2013</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Phylotastic 2</td>
<td>NESCent, iPlant, BioSynC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treeforall</td>
<td>Sep-2014</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Tree-for-all Hackathon</td>
<td>OpenTree, NESCent, Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpopgen</td>
<td>Mar-2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Population Genetics in R Hackathon</td>
<td>NESCent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from actual accomplishments, and in these cases, we used our best judgment.

While the information on events, projects, and participants is comprehensive (in the sense of describing - albeit incompletely - all events, projects and participants), we could not create a comprehensive list of products. This is partly because some products emerge long after the event, but also because teams sometimes produce several distinct products, but do not document all of them. The products that were easiest to find were (1) a team’s report or activity log, as these were nearly always linked to the main web page for the event, and (2) the main code repository for a team.

It is much harder to track follow-on products. Examples of follow-on products include participants giving a talk at a conference, posting a blog, publishing a paper, or submitting a grant proposal based on hackathon outcomes or activities. To better characterize outcomes, we explored at greater depth a randomly selected set of nine projects, one from each of the hackathons. For each one, we sifted through online information and conducted a preliminary assessment of outcomes and impact, and then contacted a member of the original team to review the assessment and obtain further information, before settling on a list of outcomes and impacts. The entire dataset, as well as other supplementary material, is available at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/

Executing a NESCent hackathon
In this manuscript, individuals referred to as instigators get funding; sponsors support the event with funds and other resources such as space, logistics and IT staff; organizers participate in planning and making arrangements; facilitators manage group activities during the hackathon; trainers provide training on Day 1; and participants participate in Day 1 activities and join a hackathon team. A single person may play multiple roles over the course of a hackathon.

NESCent hackathons were five days (in one case, four days) long. For participants, the event was the main focus of attention and activity for the duration of the event. For organizers, by contrast, the hackathon was the culmination of a process that began months earlier when one or more instigators solicited support from sponsors, and assembled a Leadership Team (LT) of organizers to carry forward the planning process, recruit participants, and make all arrangements for a successful, well-facilitated event with sufficient training opportunities.

Table 2 provides a typical timeline of steps in the process, which might be accelerated in other contexts. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the planning process. We do not provide complete guidance for prospective organizers in this article, but we refer prospective organizers to the Concise Guide, succinct instructions for planning and executing a NESCent-style hackathon, at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/ These guidelines represent our current recommendations based on practices that have evolved over a decade. It is supplemented with other materials such as sample advertisements and application forms, all available in the online repository mentioned above.

Funding. Hackathons began with instigators who secured support based on a vision for a successful hackathon. These instigators typically came from NESCent’s informatics staff or from one of two NESCent “working groups” (i.e., periodically convening collaborations among in-house NESCent staff and extramural researchers). NESCent was the sole or lead sponsor for most of the nine events. Sometimes there were grant-funded projects critical to the success of the hackathon that offered support, with the understanding that project staff would be participants in the hackathon. For example, the Phylotastic hackathon, which received support from the NSF-funded iPlant project, was staged at iPlant’s home institution, and included a number of iPlant staff. The typical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-26</td>
<td>Hackathon initiative</td>
<td>Concrete initiative to define scope, goals and LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17</td>
<td>Final scope</td>
<td>LT finalizes scope, goals, budget and logistics of hackathon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-14</td>
<td>Recruitment strategy</td>
<td>LT finalizes its recruitment materials, targets and timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-11</td>
<td>First RFP</td>
<td>Disseminate the solicitation for applicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Second RFP</td>
<td>Re-issue the solicitation for applicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8</td>
<td>Application deadline</td>
<td>Deadline for applicants to apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>Review deadline</td>
<td>Reviewers to finish all applicant reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>Applicant decisions</td>
<td>Finalize decision on whom to invite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Finalized roster</td>
<td>Definitive roster is determined and invites sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Travel arrangements</td>
<td>Finalize travel and accommodation plans for all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Pre-event engagement</td>
<td>Initiate pre-event engagement with participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Hackathon event</td>
<td>The actual hackathon event takes place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Develop a report to the sponsoring organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this manuscript, individuals referred to as instigators get funding; sponsors support the event with funds and other resources such as space, logistics and IT staff; organizers participate in planning and making arrangements; facilitators manage group activities during the hackathon; trainers provide training on Day 1; and participants participate in Day 1 activities and join a hackathon team. A single person may play multiple roles over the course of a hackathon.
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In this manuscript, individuals referred to as instigators get funding; sponsors support the event with funds and other resources such as space, logistics and IT staff; organizers participate in planning and making arrangements; facilitators manage group activities during the hackathon; trainers provide training on Day 1; and participants participate in Day 1 activities and join a hackathon team. A single person may play multiple roles over the course of a hackathon.
Figure 2. Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) chart of the organizational process. The first steps (yellow) are taken by an informal group of instigators. Subsequently, a leadership team (LT) finalizes the pre-planning process (cyan), at which point the recruitment process starts. Inviting potential participants, reviewing and ranking their applications, and finalizing the roster are time-sensitive and labor-intensive steps (green), which lead up to steps that both LT and invitees participate in (fuchsia): the planning of the logistics and the actual substance of the event, including any follow-ups. As a final step, the LT reports back to any sponsoring organizations.

Budget for a hackathon was $25,000 to $30,000 USD, nearly all of which was spent on travel. Meeting space was arranged with sponsor organizations at no cost. Sponsors also provided logistics support to arrange travel and on-site IT staff.

Planning. To initiate planning, the instigators recruited a leadership team (LT) of around five to seven organizers. To complete the entire planning process from scoping to finalizing a roster (i.e. the steps marked in green in Figure 2), the LT typically met five to eight times for hour-long teleconferences or videoconferences, over a period of two to three months. The motivation behind having a large team of organizers was partly to broaden decision-making, and partly to spread out the burden of making meeting arrangements, drafting advertisements, reviewing applications, and so on, in the absence of support staff.

LT members were chosen based on expertise, willingness to “think big”, diversity, and expected effectiveness in hackathon planning. They were given an estimate of work hours expected (roughly one to two hours per week over the organizational period). Those who agreed to take part often had a keen interest in the topic of the hackathon and its potential to enhance their individual goals; for the team of recruited organizers (which are distinct from the instigators) to take true ownership of the project, they had to be allowed to re-think the scope and goals. Difficulty in assembling a committed LT, or in reaching closure on scope and goals, indicated a weakness in the instigators’ vision (see “Lessons learned” section).

Next, the LT decided on a preferred set of supportive technologies for version control, shared documents, and communication. This made it easier for teams to collaborate, and for the LT to track progress and make sure all hackathon products were readily accessible. These choices changed over the years with changes in technology, e.g., early hackathons used SourceForge or Google Code repositories, while more recent ones used GitHub. We have used many technologies for creating and editing shared documents, including MediaWiki, Google Docs, Mozilla’s Etherpad, GitHub documents, and others. In some cases, the use of a consistent document strategy resulted in a rich online record with links to code, screencasts, live demos, slides, etc.

The choice of communication strategies was most important before and after the hackathon. Email lists were an effective choice for organizers to convey plans, and also provided a forum for discussions in the pre-event engagement stage. NESCent organizers created two email lists that were used for multiple hackathons, with new participants added and prior participants retained. The choice of communication technologies used was also important to consider during a hackathon when remote participants were to be supported (see Concise Guide, at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/).

Recruiting participants. Participants were either chosen from a pool of applicants responding to an open call for participation, or chosen directly and offered a seat at the hackathon. Dissemination
of the open call (and any advertisements) was done via email lists and websites that reached the target community, as well as by spreading word through emails to colleagues. Sample advertisements are included in Supplementary Material. The open call was a way to reach out broadly and engage unexpected members of the targeted community.

Over time, we relied less and less on direct invitations. In the most recent hackathons, we did not offer seats directly to anyone other than those organizers who wished to participate (organizers sometimes declined to participate so that someone else would be able to attend). Instead, individuals targeted for participation (for technical or diversity reasons) were invited personally to apply. This made the process more democratic, at the cost of occasionally not choosing someone who was invited to apply.

The application process typically was simple, though review of applications was the most time-consuming step in the organizing process. Over the years we developed a simple application form implemented as a Google form, allowing online entry of information that goes into a spreadsheet. Sample applications are available at [https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/sample_applications](https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/sample_applications), along with a link to a template that can be used to create an online form. Beyond basic information, we did not ask for much (see the Concise Guide at [https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/](https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/) for an exact list). Two key parts were a statement describing qualifications (ideally with references to tangible accomplishments), and a statement of goals or aspirations for the hackathon.

Applicants for open seats were ranked according to estimates of expected impact on the success of the hackathon, taking into account that success of the hackathon requires teamwork, and may benefit from homogeneity in some areas (e.g. having a critical mass of people working on a particular topic) and heterogeneity in others (e.g. mixing users and programmers together).

**Facilitating.** Typically, two or three of the organizers served as meeting facilitators to guide participants through the hackathon process. In the weeks prior to the hackathon, we engaged participants with the aim of raising their comfort level, by introducing supportive technologies, providing a forum for discussion of ideas, and identifying gaps in technical or scientific knowledge. Our strategy and level of effort varied greatly; for example, at the repeat hackathon Phylotastic 2, less lead-up to supportive technologies or discussion of ideas was needed because these had already been established at the first one. In contrast, at the Database Interoperability Hackathon, novel technologies were introduced such as RDF. With repeated efforts and considerable prodding, organizers could get nearly everyone to join a mailing list or teleconference and introduce themselves to each other. In the more recent hackathons, we encouraged discussion via a GitHub issue list, which required the participants to sign up for a GitHub account if they did not have one already.

As many attendees were new to participant-driven meetings, facilitators repeatedly stressed that the event belongs to the participants and the teams they form; that each participant belongs at the meeting, and has a responsibility to become engaged so as to become part of a team where they are either contributing or learning.

The first day of NESCent hackathons consisted entirely of structured activities (see Figure 3). After a welcome and introductions, the organizers arranged for technical presentations on topics chosen based on the scope of the hackathon and the results of pre-event engagement. For instance, the TreeForAll hackathon focused on leveraging OpenTree’s new web-services API, thus the organizers arranged for OpenTree staff to describe the API in the opening session of Day 1.

After these presentations, participants were engaged in an open discussion of ideas and challenges, with the aim of identifying a sufficient number of project ideas that were feasible and that aligned with the scope. Then the facilitators invited brief “pitches”, project ideas proposed for broader adoption. Most pitches were anticipated based on earlier discussions. In practice, they often came from more senior people (including organizers) with a more confident sense of what projects would have an impact.

The champion for each pitch then created an impromptu poster. Participants were free to wander around the room, discussing pitches, offering suggestions, and deciding how to fit in. At this stage, the potential fit of a participant to a project is not like the fit of a key to a pre-existing lock, because the definition of the project is still in flux. Except in one instance in which the process carried over to the next day, the first day ended with a set of five to seven hackathon teams committed to a project with recorded goals.

The guidelines provided at [https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/](https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/) outline the space requirements and room configuration for this team-development process. Some space configurations are inadvisable. A room with fixed stadium seating, for instance, is

![Figure 3. Typical schedule for day 1 of a hackathon.](https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/figure3.png)
unsuitable, no matter how large. Other room configurations tend to create or amplify inequalities, e.g. a room with a single table large enough for most, but not all participants, will leave some without a seat at the table. A configuration where all team members can sit at the same table or tables such that they can interact easily without too much cross-talk from other teams works well.

The remaining days of the hackathon were spent with teams working on their individual projects, with pre-determined times for plenary sessions to hear team reports or “stand-ups”. The stand-ups were meant to be short, and generally only needed to happen once a day, to avoid wasting too much time on updates. On the final day, stand-ups were skipped in lieu of a final plenary session to wrap up the meeting, typically including final team reports, along with discussion of possible products that might be achieved with minimal effort after the hackathon (e.g. publications, presentations at conferences, commits to codebases). Some wrap-up sessions included more general discussions about long-term follow ups (e.g. identification of potential funding sources that would enable scaling up of some of the development efforts).

Organizers typically carried out follow-up activities after the hackathon. They ensured that travel reimbursements were made, and they produced a report on the hackathon, which ranged from a blog to a manuscript for publication. Generally, very little could be expected from participants once they left the hackathon and went back to their “day jobs”. However, the organizers sometimes interacted with participants to follow up on projects, e.g. to make sure that a team’s report was going to be made available on a public web site.

Results and discussion
The results of a hackathon (Table 3) can be separated by outcome. For present purposes, we define outcomes as direct results of the activities of hackathon participants, whereas impacts are defined by how these outcomes penetrated in the larger world. We distinguish outcomes of the hackathon itself from outcomes of follow-on activities by participants. Also, outcomes may be tangible or intangible. For instance, code is a tangible outcome of a hackathon that can be counted (e.g. as lines of code, number of functions or objects), and the impact of the code can be assessed in terms of the number of times the code is invoked in a production setting or mentioned in online discussions. Typically, these outcomes result from the efforts of a specific hackathon team, but some outcomes result from the event as a whole. Thus we distinguish between project (team) products (PP) and event products (EP).

As mentioned in the methods section, we took a closer look at nine projects (one at random from each hackathon). The remarks below illustrate what it looks like for hackathon products to have an impact. Additional cases have been added, whenever we happen to have knowledge of their outcomes and impacts. Of course, in those cases, our information on impact will not be systematic.

Tangible immediate outcomes and their impacts
Tangible hackathon outcomes included, in rough order of decreasing frequency: (1) new code repositories and incremental additions to existing code; (2) documentation; (3) designs, standards and schemata; (4) installations; (5) data products; and (6) community infrastructure.

Typically, the main product of a hackathon team is computer code. Hackathon code often represents a new project in a new repository. For instance, the last 3 events (the two Phylotastic hackathons and the Open-Tree hackathon) produced 15 new Bitbucket or GitHub repositories (PP#1 through PP#14, PP#17). The “Integrating Ontologies” group (project 18) from the VoCamp produced several different standalone products (PP#18 to PP#22), most representing an integration of an ontology with data, or with another ontology. Sometimes, developers familiar with an existing software package make additions or improvements that become part of production code. For instance, the first hackathon targeted improvements in existing toolboxes, including BioPerl, BioRuby, BioPython and Bio::Phylo (a Perl package separate from BioPerl, Vos et al.,). Other examples would be additions to Phylosoft (PP#119), Forester (PP#123), CDAO (PP#125), and geiger (PP#27). (The identifiers that are referenced here are primary keys in the data tables that we provide at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/data/ - specifically, the items listed here are from the project_products table, hence their primary keys have the “PP” prefix.)

Of the repositories developed for the OpenTree hackathon, only two remained active after the hackathon, both from the team that developed library wrappers for OpenTree services. One of the active repositories (PP#140) has an innovative test system that uses the same interface to test Python, Ruby and R libraries. The other is for the R library rotl, which we discuss further in the next section.

In the case of incremental additions to existing codebases, the impact of any new code is difficult to judge, unless the code adds distinctly new features whose use can be tracked. For instance, the “Integrating Ontologies” team mentioned above added useful features to a previous hackathon product, an XSLT stylesheet for translating between NeXML and CDAO. This enhanced version is still in use in the production version of TreeBASE to provide trees in an RDF-XML format.

Hackathon teams sometimes produce documentation, though much less commonly than code. Sometimes this took the form of screencasts illustrating prototypes. Of two Phylotastic screencasts, one of them (PP#115) has received 420 views, and another (PP#130) has received 200 views (at time of writing). Perhaps a more useful documentation product is the “phylogenetics” task view (event product EP#15) on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), which provides a concise synopsis of available R packages for phylogenetics. This documentation continues to be updated (most recently 2017-04-09), but we have no way of knowing how frequently it is used.

Sometimes, the main product of a team is a design or schema. Team #52 (“sklelem”) from the R popgen hackathon aimed to integrate several different simulation packages in a common framework: this goal proved far too ambitious, and the group had only a design when
the hackathon ended (PP#112). Another example of a team tackling a difficult challenge was the work of Team 20 on “phyloreferencing”, essentially a topological query language for trees. This work was important in subsequently securing major funding (PP#139).

Some additional kinds of products are rather infrequent. A unique tangible outcome of the first R hackathon was the development of an email list that is still in use today, the r-sig-phylo list (EP#4), which we mention further below. Though it sometimes happens (e.g., EP#9), hackathon teams rarely provide a public-facing demonstration, because those require a high level of completion and extra effort. One hackathon team worked on a data product, consisting of an annotated set of high-value phylogenetic trees (PP#6). The challenge was to develop a completely machine-readable scheme of annotation based on available ontologies. The trees were not used subsequently.

### Table 3. Hackathon outcomes and possible impact metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Output metrics</th>
<th>Impact metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Source code to be compiled or executed</td>
<td>OpenTree API library code</td>
<td>Number of lines</td>
<td>Number of reverse depends, uses, users, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Instructions and examples</td>
<td>R vignettes</td>
<td>Number of lines</td>
<td>Number of users, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designs, Schemas</td>
<td>Partially or fully encoded products that are not executed</td>
<td>Phylo-querying design</td>
<td>Number of lines</td>
<td>Number of users, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installations</td>
<td>Installing and running software</td>
<td>Live Phylotastic pruner demo</td>
<td>Number of functions</td>
<td>Number of users, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Products</td>
<td>Aggregation, QA, etc., resulting in value-added data product</td>
<td>Formal annotation of high-value trees</td>
<td>File size, number of data</td>
<td>Number of downloads, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>New or increased proficiency in a skill</td>
<td>Learning GitHub</td>
<td>Proficiency</td>
<td>(output metric for using proficiency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>New or increased exposure to circumstances</td>
<td>Team programming</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>New or enhanced professional connections</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Number of new or strengthened connections</td>
<td>Number of collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Recognition of resources, challenges, practices</td>
<td>Name-resolution is a major issue</td>
<td>Number of newly recognized technologies, challenges, best practices</td>
<td>Uses of newly recognized technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>Graphic presentations for meetings</td>
<td>R popgen poster</td>
<td>Number of posters, number of times presented</td>
<td>Number of mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>Non-reviewed web publications</td>
<td>TreeForAll blogs</td>
<td>Number of blogs</td>
<td>Number of mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations</td>
<td>Conference presentations</td>
<td>DateLife iEvoBio presentation</td>
<td>Number of presentations, number of times presented</td>
<td>Number of mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborations</td>
<td>Commitment to pursue shared goal</td>
<td>rotl collaboration</td>
<td>Number of collaborations</td>
<td>(output metric for collaboration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Manuscripts for publication</td>
<td>Phylotastic</td>
<td>Number of manuscripts, number accepted</td>
<td>Number of citations, mentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals</td>
<td>Proposals for funding further work</td>
<td>Phylotastic proposal</td>
<td>Number of proposals, number accepted</td>
<td>(output metric for funding)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tangible follow-up outcomes and their impacts

Beyond the direct code produced at the hackathon, tangible outcomes may continue to develop after the event is over. In fact, most of the time that a hackathon product has a major impact, this is due to follow-up work by participants. The most common of these are (1) demonstrations and production code, (2) communications such as blogs or meeting presentations, (3) manuscripts for publication, and (4) proposals for funding to support further work.

Sometimes an individual participant continues working after an event, either to finish up a specific product, or simply acting on a burst of enthusiasm. An example of the latter would be an enormous spike of 238 commits to DendroPy by a single individual in a month-long period beginning a week before event 6, and continuing two weeks after (PP#134). We also identified some cases in which individuals developed a formal communication, such as
a blog series (e.g., EP#11) or a meeting presentation (e.g., EP#16, EP#17).

More commonly, follow-up activities emerge in the context of a group commitment to continue working together. The “PhyloGeoTastic” team did not finish their implementation at the hackathon, but this was completed afterwards so that a live demonstration (PP#4) would be available (although this demo has subsequently gone offline). Two of the events produced published reports that included all of the hackathon participants as authors (EP#1, EP#10). In both cases, the process of writing and submitting the articles took many months, and was driven and managed by the organizers, reflecting an uneven commitment, with some individuals contributing much more than others. The three participants at the OpenTree hackathon who worked on the R library, now called “rotl”, developed this product mostly after the hackathon (with hundreds of commits), leading to a publication, and a package that has already been used in a subsequent scientific study.

Occasionally, participants pursue funding for more extensive follow-ups. Several projects led to Google Summer-of-Code proposals (EP#12, EP#13, PP#137), two of which were funded. The “skelesim” group at the R popgen hackathon later wrote a proposal (PP#129) that won funding for a four-day meeting to continue their work several months later. Two participants in the “phyloreferencing” group at the VoCamp eventually wrote a grant proposal (PP#139) and secured three years of funding for that project. The two Phylotastic hackathons also led to a successful proposal for major funding (EP#8). So, if we look at hackathons as proposal germinators, this is rather high impact. The total award amount for the two National Science Foundation grants is approximately $7.5 M. By comparison, the total amount spent on the nine NESCent hackathons was roughly $250,000. Of course, one cannot calculate a return-on-investment from these two numbers alone, because it does not take into account the significant amount of post-hackathon work required to write a proposal. However, if a grant proposal typically results from three modestly paid academics working quarter-time for three months, and there are not a large number of failed proposals that we are not counting (and we know of no failed major proposals based on NESCent hackathon products), this does not change the overall impression that hackathons are a good investment.

Intangible outcomes, immediate or follow-up

Other authors have pointed out that hackathons are highly social events that provide opportunities to build relationships and experience excitement around shared motivations. However, such intangible outcomes are difficult to document. In some cases, an intangible outcome is apparent because it has a tangible impact. For example, while the r-sig-phylotools mailing list (EP#4) was a direct outcome of the Comparative Methods in R hackathon, the mere existence of a list did not guarantee that this list would be used subsequently, nor that it would garner any new subscribers beyond the initial set of 28 participants. However, eight years later, the mailing list now has 1155 subscribers (as of December 5th, 2016) and generates approximately thirty to sixty messages per month. From this, we would argue that the hackathon helped to nurture a community of practice as an intangible outcome.

Another example of a case where a hackathon helped to foster a new community as an intangible outcome is the follow-up on team #52, whose six members, most of whom had not worked together before, had become sufficiently motivated to obtain funding for a second face-to-face meeting of four days (mentioned above), and then to meet virtually on a biweekly basis for eight months, in order to finish a project and submit a manuscript on it. Likewise, two of the authors of the present manuscript (AS, EP) are leaders of an ongoing Phylotastic project, and several hackathon participants are consultants. Yet, of the many code repositories developed by teams participating in the two Phylotastic hackathons, only one code repository remains in active development (PP#2 for DateLife, part of the funded project), while a second repository is maintained for providing web content. The continuity between the hackathon and the current project is primarily a continuity of people, plans, excitement, and working relationships, not a continuity of code. In a somewhat similar way, the web-services interface to TreeBASE, written at the third hackathon (see PP#37) was not used in TreeBASE, but the main author later wrote a production version based on the initial implementation. The intangible outcome in this case was the knowledge and the confidence that a particular problem could definitely be solved.

We would argue from such examples that the experience of a hackathon results in intangible outcomes that sometimes yield tangible benefits. The intangible outcomes are various forms of technical learning, developing a shared awareness (e.g. of what is technically possible), and involve building new relationships. Participants seem to understand this: Briscoe et al. report survey results indicating that the top two reasons for participation in hackathons are “learning” and “networking.” Again, we cannot document these intangible outcomes in a direct and rigorous way, but we suggest that some of the following are worth considering:

Technology learning: NESCent hackathons often relied on a recommended set of assistive technologies. Many participants learned these technologies for the first time; e.g. obtaining GitHub accounts and learning how to use GitHub. They also learned about specific resources (e.g. code libraries) while participating.

Exposure to best practices: In many cases, hackathons provided scientific programmers with critical exposure to best practices widely accepted among professional programmers, such as using collaborative versioning systems, writing documentation, and running automated unit tests.

Opportunity to learn: In some cases, the goal of a group was simply to learn by doing. For example, the “integrating ontologies” group at the VoCamp did not have a functional goal in mind, but aimed to do hands-on work in order to learn how to build bridges between ontologies.

Team programming experience: Obviously a hackathon provides the actual experience of coding, but the team-based aspect of this experience is often novel: scientific programmers frequently work alone. For many, the chance to discuss designs and develop code with a team or as a pair (“pair programming”) is a rare opportunity.
Awareness of technical challenges and opportunities: Discussion and information-sharing often had the effect of promoting a shared understanding of technical challenges and opportunities. This is vital in a technology landscape that is constantly changing, especially in the evolutionary informatics community, which is as a small and dispersed community.

Lessons learned

In this paper, we describe nine hackathons that we co-organized and participated in, in varying teams, over the course of roughly a decade. After the last of these hackathons, we re-convened at NESCent in a separate meeting to discuss and summarize our experiences. Over the course of this meeting, during our email discussions afterwards, and during the writing of this paper, we developed a synthesis of “lessons learned” that we all agree with as being key in organizing a NESCent hackathon. In this section we discuss these lessons.

Lesson 1: Choose a clear yet flexible theme. In our experience, a well chosen theme: (1) leverages the skills and interests of likely participants in such a way that the projects that emerge will serve the goals of the hackathon as identified during the initial scoping (and will align with the interests of sponsors); and (2) allows abundant flexibility for participants to exercise creativity and maximize the value of their participation, including their desire for learning and networking. We are inspired by the OpenSpace philosophy that a theme “must have the capacity to inspire participation by being specific enough to indicate the direction, while possessing sufficient openness to allow for the imagination of the group to take over”. The importance of having a well-defined problem or theme that is communicated effectively to participants has also been stressed by Mohajer Soltani et al. Others have suggested that the hackathon should balance a sponsor’s desire for tangible outcomes with the participants desire to learn.

In our experience with organizing hackathons, the scope of the hackathon typically emerges after organizers have reflected on community needs. This sometimes involves pre-event discussions with participants, like the use-case driven approach in 8,33. The scope typically has both a technological and a thematic aspect. For instance, in the case of the two R hackathons, the technological limitation was the use of R, and the domain of application was either population genetics or comparative phylogenetic methods.

Our choices of scope were not always ideal. In the case of the VoCamp, the scope was loosely focused on the intersection of evolutionary biology with “ontologies and controlled vocabularies”. With a theme that is too broad, the pre-pitching discussion is diffuse and there is little reason to value one idea over another. This makes it less likely that strong teams will emerge. For an entirely different reason, the second Phylotastic was also not as successful. The first Phylotastic hackathon took a good idea (to create an ecosystem of web services that deliver time-calibrated subsets of the Tree of Life) and turned it into a prototype, which created a large amount of excitement in the community. The second Phylotastic hackathon had essentially the same theme, which meant that for projects to be successful, they had to go beyond prototyping, without relying on a drawn-out process of analysis or design that had not yet happened.

Lesson 2: Build the right leadership team. Leadership team members are often selected among more established and senior researchers. The benefit is that they have a greater level of awareness of the community and may provide better guidance in the scoping of the problem and in the identification of effective participants. On the other hand, more senior researchers tend to have an extensive agenda of commitments, which detracts from the dedication required by the organization of a hackathon event that is highly focused, intense over an extended period of time, and guided by rigid deadlines. LT members need to be available for regular meetings (e.g. weekly or bi-weekly teleconferences), and participate in the preparatory activities (e.g. attending pre-hackathon working group meetings; preparing, disseminating and evaluating applications).

In our experience, ideal assistive technologies are ones that allow you to track activity and outcomes so that they feed into a system of record-keeping and results-tracking. As has been noted in more formal systematic reviews and meta-analyses, it is not obvious how much data is missing from the literature until one attempts to collect the data. For many hackathons, we used wikis for open document planning and note taking. This resulted in a rich historical record; yet we still find that basic data about the hackathons can be hard to compile because there was not a clear plan for gathering, organizing and preserving information.

Lesson 3: Pre-select assistive technologies. Many online platforms are available to assist in communication and collaboration. These include text chat, teleconferencing and videoconferencing; collaborative document editing platforms; issue trackers and project management tools; and source code revision control systems. It is a good idea to pre-select certain preferred technologies from amongst these, and commit to them. Allowing multiple technologies reduces the chances of effective coordination among participants during the event, and also impedes any post-event attempts to create a cohesive record or to track outcomes.

In our experience, effective participants. On the other hand, more senior researchers tend to have an extensive agenda of commitments, which detracts from the dedication required by the organization of a hackathon event that is highly focused, intense over an extended period of time, and guided by rigid deadlines. LT members need to be available for regular meetings (e.g. weekly or bi-weekly teleconferences), and participate in the preparatory activities (e.g. attending pre-hackathon working group meetings; preparing, disseminating and evaluating applications).

In our experience, ideal assistive technologies are ones that allow you to track activity and outcomes so that they feed into a system of record-keeping and results-tracking. As has been noted in more formal systematic reviews and meta-analyses, it is not obvious how much data is missing from the literature until one attempts to collect the data. For many hackathons, we used wikis for open document planning and note taking. This resulted in a rich historical record; yet we still find that basic data about the hackathons can be hard to compile because there was not a clear plan for gathering, organizing and preserving information.

Encouraging the common use of source code revision control systems such as GitHub offers many opportunities to access information about (1) contributions made by participants, such as the extent
of their usage of such platforms before the event, during, and after (2) the development of the source code repositories worked on, and (3) the dynamics of collaborations, for example looking at the degree to which hackathon participants worked on the same repositories before, during, and after the event.

**Lesson 4: Diversify and grow the community.** Our experience with hackathons is in academic settings, and so our participants have been a mix of faculty, postdocs, students, and research staff. Research staff are less likely to be able to participate in post-hackathon commitments after the hackathon is over because of their busier schedules; they are also less likely to generate a career benefit from a product. Conversely, postdocs and students may be able to engage more fully, including in the preparatory and follow-up stages, but will benefit from the presence of more senior faculty that might provide informal mentoring opportunities. Hence, like others (e.g. 18,40), we recognize the importance of diversity in participant competences and career stages, and made efforts to balance diversity in this respect.

In addition to assembling participants with diverse levels of expertise, we also made a conscious effort to bring together and benefit from international participants, as well as participants from traditionally underrepresented groups. One strategy to increase diversity is to pay attention to the language used in recruitment materials, bearing in mind that women often undervalue their skills relative to men. Thus, we avoided announcements that seemed to set a highly restrictive standard of technical skill or domain knowledge; i.e. appealing to “power users” would be a mistake (and appealing to “gurus” or “wizards” would be worse). However, our main strategy for increasing diversity was targeted invitation: we identified qualified participants who could increase the diversity of the event, and personally invited them to apply. Women and scientists from minority groups in senior positions are often good sources for providing names of other women and scientists from minority groups in junior positions. It also helps to have a diverse organizing team. In practice, we assembled a list of candidates, and split the task of writing personal invitations among the leadership team. Whereas our open call (distributed electronically) reached thousands of people and generated only a few dozen applications at most, we estimated that applications were received from about 1 out of 2 people personally invited to apply by a hackathon organizer. In our experience, applicants recruited in this manner have similar qualifications to other applicants, and have roughly the same chance of being accepted.

Direct invitation to a hackathon serves not only to increase diversity, but also to target expertise. However, we found it to be too limiting as a general strategy: choosing participants from an open pool is important if one of the goals of the hackathon is to grow the community, whereas invitation-only hackathons (e.g. the BioHackathons organized by DBCLS, Japan) have a danger of ossifying patterns of inclusion and exclusion.

**Lesson 5: Engage participants early on.** A well-organized hackathon includes sufficient pre-event engagement with participants so that they can hit the ground running on day one. A number of topics need to be addressed; a well-defined theme needs to be effectively communicated to the participants; there needs to be group consensus on objectives and their domain-specific context; and any assistive technologies need to be chosen and their requirements assessed. Pre-event engagement intends to ensure that participants are well-prepared in practical terms. For example, this includes them having practiced with new technologies - and having signed up for such technologies ahead of time, if need be. However, beyond such practical preparation, they should also have mentally worked themselves up for “invested participation” in the event.

The need for sufficient time prior to the event is emphasized by Christopherson et al., who describes two successive hackathons with vastly different amounts of time to engage participants and develop ideas prior to the respective events: “This time crunch added undue pressure on the team, and some participants reported that this made it more difficult to achieve synergy as quickly as expected. It ultimately resulted in less working code . . . and contributed to lower reported satisfaction.”

At the NESCent hackathons, most of the pre-event engagement was on a mailing list that participants were subscribed to as soon as possible. To foster community engagement, we used the same mailing list and simply added new members for each hackathon. We also experimented with real-time communication prior to the events, using videoconferencing (Google Hangouts, prior to Phylotastic 1). Providing opportunities for engagement can be effective even if only a minority of participants are involved: the ones who feel the greatest need to prepare and to learn more about what will happen at the hackathon are the ones most likely to participate.

**Lesson 6: Be welcoming and encouraging.** As many have pointed out, hackathons are highly social events where success depends on what Briscoe and Mulligan call “invested participation”. That is, participants must feel invested personally in the event. Yet, hackathons have earned a reputation as unwelcoming events catering to insiders and to men. To remedy this, we have made conscious efforts to communicate in ways that are welcoming and encouraging, and to manage the hackathon event in ways that are welcoming and encouraging.

First, we designed recruitment materials to appeal to a wide audience, avoiding highly technical language except where absolutely necessary. We explicitly specified non-programmer roles (e.g. “domain expert”, “use-case consultant”), and avoided implicitly equating participants with programmers (e.g. we did not refer to them as “programmers” or “coders”).

Second, we made it a practice, prior to the event, to reach out personally to individuals who were not already part of our professional network (typically one to two-thirds of the participants were new to us). In most cases this was as simple as an organizer writing a brief email thanking the individual for applying and offering a statement of encouragement about participating in the upcoming event. During the event, there were many opportunities to improve participation by making people feel welcome, e.g. expressing appreciation for opinions and suggestions that were brought forward by newcomers. To ensure that everyone can participate fully,
novice participants were given permission to join a team simply to learn and assist, even if they did not have sufficient technical or domain knowledge to be a key contributor. One of the ways we encouraged this practice, was to tell participants that, after teams formed and work started, we wanted everyone to be “either learning or doing”.

During team formation, facilitators may intervene to discourage teams from unintentionally closing ranks around a pitch (some participants will commit early to a pitch and begin deep technical discussions, sometimes with their backs to everyone else, which discourages others from approaching or getting involved). When organizers acted as discussion facilitators, they would model the process of asking non-negative, open-ended questions; rather than “Isn’t that out of scope?”, they would ask “What are some ways that this idea aligns with our goals of...?”.

**Lesson 7: Minimize remote participation.** The technological possibilities for remote and asynchronous collaboration make it seem superficially attractive for hackathon organizers to expand the scope of the event by supporting remote participants. However, remote participation is not without cost, and is typically considerably less effective than direct participation. Most potential team-mates at a hackathon have not collaborated before. The face-to-face and real-time nature of hackathons allow for considerable transfer of information that turns out to be quite frustrating to achieve through remote communication, costing extra time to deal with lossy communication and lacking in-person dynamics like whiteboarding or looking over a shoulder.

Organizers should therefore consider in advance whether they will support remote participation (strategies for doing so are described at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/concise_guide/remotes/). Allowing remote participation has the advantage of reaching more people in the community, and expanding the productive capacity of the hackathon, but it carries a risk of frustration, and comes at a predictable cost as there is a burden to supporting remote participation, e.g. an increased demand for on-site participants to adhere closely to a fixed schedule.

We explored various means of including remote participants. In one case, we made an arrangement for a satellite hackathon to be held in parallel by a small group on the west coast (NESCent is on the east coast). The westcoast participants were all from the same research group: they formed a single team that contributed importantly to the hackathon. This allowed a significant expansion of the scope of the hackathon, at no monetary cost, and with little trouble.

Single individuals also participated remotely in NESCent hackathons on numerous occasions, with uneven success. The factors that seemed to contribute to success included their level of previous experience with hackathons and remote collaboration, a commitment to avoid local distractions, and a clear sense of where to fit into a team project. Perhaps most importantly, in all successful cases, the remote person was already part of the community and had collaborators on site. By contrast, remote participation is not an advisable way to include new people.

We recommend a buddy system where each remote participant is paired with an on-site participant who maintains a video connection throughout the meeting, and serves as a conduit for communication at team work sessions and plenary sessions. Sticking to specific communication technologies is also critical; if the in-person team changes technology halfway through, the remote participants may quickly become lost and forgotten.

**Lesson 8: Manage the team formation process.** The coalescence of participants into teams is a critical step. At some hackathons discussed in the literature, the teams were fully pre-specified, with no obvious team formation process during the event, while other hackathons were organized around, for example, student projects or the desire to learn a new technology. At the NESCent hackathons, we emphasized self-organization. At the first hackathon in 2006, this self-organization was guided firstly by use cases that had been decided upon by the participants prior to the event, and secondly by participants’ existing connections to open source software projects, such as the Bio* toolkits. However, this may have impeded the building of new connections. At later hackathons, the group formation process was deferred to the first day of the event itself.

Several authors have discussed the social nature of the team-formation process (e.g. Jones et al.), and we have also sought to promote this. We did so by arranging for final team formation to occur by a facilitated self-organizing process, described in more detail at https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/concise_guide/managing/. During the final stage of this process, participants pitch hackathon activities to each other using whiteboards or flipboards, and teams coalesce around pitches in a manner akin to OpenSpace team coalescence (e.g. as in Mulholland and Meredig’). It is important to precede this stage with an opportunity for the group to discuss the relevance, importance, and chances of success of pitches, to ensure that weak points are addressed.

**Lesson 9. Manage expectations for follow up.** When hackathon teams are working energetically, organizers and team members may have enthusiastic discussions of follow-ups, yet when the hackathon ends, team dynamics and energy often dissipate rapidly as team members return to other responsibilities, resulting in little follow-up (e.g. 21). After all, the nature of hackathons is that we steal talented people from their day jobs for a limited time, and so a team dynamic during the event is unlikely to persist beyond the face-to-face conditions that fostered the team (though this does occasionally happen, e.g. 2).

We therefore adopted two strategies to manage expectations for follow up. The first strategy involved accepting that, because of the low prospects for follow-up, organizers should instruct participants to focus on producing tangible products within the space of the hackathon, with the expectation that tasks unfinished on the last day would never be finished. The second strategy involved encouraging commitment to a follow-up program to build on successful projects (an example of this approach is in 32). In several cases, NESCent hackathon projects have provided proofs-of-concept and specifications that were important for obtaining funding for further development. In two cases, our hackathons resulted directly in a scholarly publication, with additional examples found elsewhere (e.g. 30).
Because the cases of successful follow-ups are small in number, it is hard to make generalizations. However, it seems obvious that the potential for follow-up increases when a hackathon project aligns with the interests of participants, and with a leader who has the time to manage a follow-up effort. The more junior participants may be more driven to pursue a project after an event because the outcome may have a larger career impact. Thus, to achieve tangible working products and manage followup, one should consider two things. First, whether deliverables can be achieved in the time allotted for the hackathon, and second, whether choosing participants who may lack certain skills or experience would serve the overall goal better by their likelihood of being able to dedicate extra time after the event to follow-up and complete the project. The success of this latter strategy is further influenced by the ability to coalesce a wider community around activities performed at a hackathon. The development of open data repositories and the contribution to widely accessed code repositories are aspects that facilitate the community “buy-in” and enable long-term sustainability of hackathon products. An example of this is represented by the contributions to the NeXML code base achieved during the Database Interoperability hackathon.

Conclusions
We have provided systematic information on events, participants, teams, projects, and outcomes pertaining to the nine NESCent hackathons that took place from 2006 to 2015. NESCent hackathons represent a unique form of participant-driven software development meeting. The NESCent model was designed, not only to stimulate software development and to provide training and experience to participants, but to nurture a larger community of practice so that members develop a shared awareness of best practices, available resources, and strategic challenges. To allow others to use this model, we have developed detailed guidance and sample materials for planning, advertising, recruiting, and facilitation.

The impacts of hackathons depend on tangible and intangible outcomes. The most obvious tangible outcome of a hackathon is computer code. Some hackathon teams made incremental additions of code or documentation to pre-existing (production) codebases, but most produced standalone products such as prototypes, draft standards, or designs. Standalone products are rarely used or maintained after the hackathon ends, but may have downstream impacts as inspiration or proof-of-concept. To date, two NESCent hackathon projects have led to major NSF funding for the development of production systems. In addition, NESCent hackathons have led rather directly to 4 publications, along with various posters, blogs, websites, and presentations. The intangible impacts of NESCent hackathons, which are perhaps more important, are much more difficult to track. We have described some indications of positive impacts of hackathon-associated training, networking, and community-building, but we can draw no firm conclusions in these areas.

Without systematic information on other types of hackathons, one cannot draw conclusions on the effectiveness of the NESCent model relative to other types of hackathon. Indeed, a direct comparison with other hackathon types that are designed with different aims may not be appropriate, given the specialized aims of the NESCent model to serve a geographically dispersed academic community. Nevertheless, we hope that the systematic information provided here will lay the foundation for future research on the effectiveness of participant-driven meetings.

Data availability
To accompany this paper, we have developed a website that contains a Concise Guide for organizing NESCent hackathons here: https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/doc/

In addition, we collated a dataset itemizing all events; their participants; the projects worked on at each event; and the outcomes, both at the level of individual projects and at the level of events. We make this dataset available for download as machine readable, tab-separated tables, here: https://nescent.github.io/community-and-code/data/

These tables summarize, in structured form, data that were previously spread out over the different websites and wikis that were used for each hackathon, and that since may have gone offline (or moved) subsequent to NESCent’s closing. As such, all data were, and are, in the public domain.
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This article provides a valuable introduction and "lessons" perspective based on a decade of Hackathons based at NESCent. This provides a valuable perspective on the conduct and impact of this approach in an academic setting and provides a good bases for developing assessment approaches for the value of Hackathons in academic settings.
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to measure these outcomes and impacts, and what the challenges of doing that might be. In my view this would enhance the paper significantly, particularly in its goal of starting a conversation on how best to evaluate and communicate the success of these events.
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In the Abstract: “Intangible outcomes could not be assessed objectively...” Suggest rewording this in any case. Intangible outcomes can of course be assessed objectively, just perhaps not directly. Regardless of whether you choose to make the other changes I’d reword this to something like "The less tangible [direct?] outcomes of the events are harder to track and measure, but may be amongst the most important".

Introduction: There is an online literature critical of (particularly commercial) hackathons which might be worth touching on as a negative side, even if it is not peer reviewed. I’m thinking of people like Emma Mulqueeny and Chris Thorpe who have blogged on the subject of what not to do (eg https://mulqueeny.wordpress.com/2010/11/18/developers/).

“The event may last a single day (e.g., 12), an entire week, or longer. The number of participants may range from a few dozen (e.g., 8, 27)” - Should those references be linked?

“So, if we look at hackathons as proposal germinators, this is rather high impact. The total award amount for the two National Science Foundation grants is approximately $7.5 M. By comparison, the total amount spent on the nine NESCent hackathons was roughly $250,000.” - I wonder what the fair comparator would be here? Is ROI a sensible measure at all. It seems to me that subsequent (grant) income a good proxy for activity which is something you might want to measure.
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This article describes a post-hoc analysis of nine hackathons organised by NESCent between 2006 and 2015 to work on the development of software tools for evolutionary biology. Although it’s presented as a research article, the main value of this article is the “Lessons Learned” section, which, in addition to the “Concise Guide” available on Github, serves as useful guidelines for anyone planning to organise hackathon-style events for academics. I particularly like the detailed description of the authors’ approach to ensure participant engagement and to increase attendance by underrepresented groups, as this is something many event organisers can benefit from.
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2. Another point to potentially address in the article is the differences between a hackathon and any other type of scientific workshop. For example, the participant-driven nature of hackathons (first mentioned in Lesson 6) is key to understanding the concept of the event. If this is something that needs to be explained to new hackathon participants, perhaps it also needs to be explained to new readers.
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are three of these close together, starting with “The event may last a single day (e.g. 12)....”

- There is a typo in reference 6: First author should be “McArthur”, not “McArthu”
- It takes some effort to find the sample advertisements mentioned in the “recruiting participants” section. This could be improved with a direct link to the corresponding files.
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